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The Path to the Baldrige:
W

hat do a missile manufacturer, a burger joint and a midsize city
have in common? They were all recent Texas recipients of the
Malcolm Baldrige National Quality Award, an accolade as prestigious as it is devilishly hard to win. For 26 years, the chance to win a
Baldrige award has inspired thousands of organizations to strive for
excellence. This is no trivial task; applicants use a framework known
as the Baldrige Criteria for Performance Excellence to transform
their business. In an intense and lengthy process, they scrutinize their
leadership, strategic focus, customers, data flows, workforce, operations
and results. Those that can demonstrate excellence in every area – and
can show that they have hardwired a commitment to learning and
improvement across the organization – are selected to receive the
coveted award.
Quality aficionados liken participation in the Baldrige process
to being on a journey. That’s because organizations must constantly
appraise their work, using internal feedback mechanisms as well as
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external evaluations to achieve greater and more ambitious results.
Quality-minded organizations know that there is always room for
improvement. For this reason, even national award recipients are
propelled by the fact that the Baldrige commitment to excellence
never ends.
This durability is good news for health care leaders and patients.
In Texas, no health care organization has won the Baldrige yet, but
11 are coming close. Each has won the Texas Award for Performance Excellence, a state-based version of the award administered
by the Quality Texas Foundation. The Baldrige program requires
that organizations pursue and receive their state’s highest-level recognition before advancing to the national process. TAPE health care
applicants use an adjusted version of the Baldrige criteria, one that
adapts to the complexity of health care organizations as well as the
range of customers they serve. The performance criteria are designed
to inspire excellence in everything from patient safety, health care

outcomes, and physician and staff
satisfaction to competitiveness in
revenue and market share. For Texas
organizations striving towards the
Malcolm Baldrige National Award,
becoming a TAPE recipient gives
them a vital boost.

Telling a Shared Story

Texas Health Resources, a 25-hospital
system in north central Texas, is the
most recent health care organization to
receive the TAPE. It’s also the largest
health care system in Texas to do so. Yet
the course to excellence has been long.
Texas Health started applying the Bald- Texas Health Harris Methodist Hospital Southwest Fort Worth staff members are briefed on the proper use of patient sleds in preparation
for an emergency evacuation drill.
rige criteria to the business of its
14 wholly owned, nonprofit hospitals
almost five years ago. Despite the complexity of aligning the
“The fact that every employee of Texas Health could tell the same
business processes of such a complex system, Texas Health opted
story about the system’s organizational goals and processes gives me
to take on the TAPE challenge as a unit to boost system integration.
goose bumps,” she said.
Cynthia St. John, Ph.D., vice president of Texas Health’s Center
St. John is confident that when Texas Health is ready to apply for
for Learning & Career Development and the system’s chief learning
the national award, the momentum gained from winning the TAPE
officer, acknowledged that getting everyone to tell the same story was
will give them valuable impetus. However, she notes that each orgahard. Each entity, for example, had divergent goals and objectives.
nization operates in an environment of constant flux, which means
Accordingly, St. John established core teams comprising representathat Baldrige applicants must be flexible, too. After all, excellence is a
tives from every facility to pore over leadership, management and
journey, not a destination.
key work processes. Multiple feedback mechanisms helped teams
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improve their processes. Some organizational strategies needed
only incremental change to produce results, while others needed
wholesale transformation.
“Results followed processes,” St. John said, “but only once we’d
identified our desired outcomes first and got every part of the
system in alignment.”
In 2012 TAPE examiners conducted a weeklong site-wide visit,
interviewing management and frontline employees to confirm
that alignment was indeed present throughout the system. They
also verified clinical, financial and management outcomes and
confirmed that Texas Health had a systematized approach to
learning and performance improvement.
St. John said while the process was grueling, the award confirmed for staff that they were going in the right direction. The
system also received feedback about areas for improvement. For
St. John, there were personal rewards as well.

“You’re never at a place where you can say, ‘We’re done,’” St.
John said.

From TAPE to Baldrige

For quality-minded organizations, becoming a TAPE or Baldrige
recipient is not necessarily the biggest prize.
“Forget the award; it’s the reward that’s important,” said Mark
Montgomery, M.D., senior vice president and chief medical officer
of St. Joseph Health System, based in Bryan.
After winning the coveted TAPE award in 2007, St. Joseph
started the Baldrige application process a year later. In 2010, the
system beat fierce competition to receive a site visit – akin to being
a Baldrige finalist. Although the award ultimately went elsewhere,
Montgomery was upbeat.
Continued on page 21
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“It was a visible confirmation to staff that we were on the right
track,” he said. “We’re still using our feedback report to improve work
processes and to strengthen our application for next time.”
More important to Montgomery is that each hospital in his system
can demonstrate improved results on a daily basis. In 2012 alone,
St. Joseph Health System received a string of five-star ratings from
Healthgrades, as well as performance awards for the quality of its
medical and surgical care. This is because the system has only one mission – excellent health care – and all processes are accordingly aligned
to accomplish that goal.
Ken Hutchenrider Jr., FACHE, president of Methodist Richardson
Medical Center, also has seen firsthand the rewards of the process.
In 2004, Methodist Richardson, then a standalone facility named
Richardson Regional Medical Center but now part of the Methodist
Health System, was the first Texas health care organization to win the
TAPE. When Hutchenrider joined the hospital in 2010, he was struck

“Once you’ve hardwired the Baldrige approach, it goes from being a special process to simply being the way you do business, the
way you care for patients, the way you run your hospital,” Hutchenrider said.

Packing for the Journey

So what advice do these trailblazing organizations have for those
at the beginning of the Baldrige journey?
“Just get started,” said St. John. “Make a decision that you’re
going to do it and stay the course.”
She advised organizations new to the journey to begin by compiling their organizational profile. This is a core component of the
Baldrige process and requires the leadership to consider questions
such as key influences, challenges and strategic goals.
“Many organizational leaders don’t initially agree about these
things,” she said, “but starting the discussion and getting a broad
agreement is a vital first stop on the journey.”
Hutchenrider stressed the importance of commitment
throughout the organization.
“It starts from the top,” he said, “and every member of
your management team has to be quality-focused. From
the C-suite through to the medical facility and the staff,
everyone must be invested.”
Similarly, Montgomery warned that the biggest obstacle
to success is not having leadership buy-in, noting that every
administrative leader must be committed to the process.
Just one senior figure could derail the project if he or she
doesn’t believe in it, he said.
St. John urged consistency in the approach.
“Don’t make the Baldrige criteria a ‘flavor of the month,’”
she said, “Be mindful about how and where you are training
your energies. Be very focused about your goals and put
your energy into gaining early success.”
“And be patient,” Montgomery said, noting that most
organizations that have won the Baldrige applied many
times. “Although it’s a multiyear effort, a systematic use
of the Baldrige Criteria for Performance Excellence will
transform and improve your organization forever.” H

Methodist Richardson Medical Center’s Justin Wilson, RN, intermediate care staff nurse, verifies a patient’s
identification and medication at the bedside.

by how the facility still stood out from its competitors because of its
sustained commitment to quality. He noted that a focus on learning,
improvement and performance excellence had been hardwired into the
business.
Last year, for example, using the principles learned from TAPE,
Methodist Richardson deployed bedside medical scanning across the
hospital in six months. Today, Methodist Richardson is just short of 98
percent compliance, an achievement that Hutchenrider thinks would
be impossible if employees weren’t skilled in the rigors of performance
improvement work. He explained that staff now automatically use the
components of the Baldrige criteria to implement new improvement
projects rapidly.

Want to Learn More?
Get more tips from your colleagues on
the Baldrige journey in a webinar hosted
by the Texas Hospital Association on
Sept. 24. More information will be
available soon at www.tha.org/educal.
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